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Disclaimer

In this annual report, we have disclosed forward-looking 
information to enable investors to comprehend our 
prospects and take informed investment decisions. This 
report and other statements – both written and oral – that 
we periodically make contain forward-looking statements 
that set out anticipated results based on the management’s 
plans and assumptions. We have tried wherever possible to 
identify such statements by using words such as ‘anticipates’, 
‘estimates’, ‘expects’, ‘projects’, ‘intends’, ‘plans’, ‘believes’ 
and words of similar substance in connection with any 
discussion of future performance.

We cannot guarantee that these forward-looking 
statements will be realised, although we believe we have 
been prudent in our assumptions. The achievements 
of results are subject to risks, uncertainties and even 
inaccurate assumptions. Should known or unknown risks or 
uncertainties materialise, or should underlying assumptions 
prove inaccurate, actual results could vary materially from 
those anticipated. Further, we wish to state that data 
contained in non-statutory portion of this Annual Report 
is provided on Consolidated Financial Statements of the 
Company whereas data in statutory portion of this Annual 
Report is based on standalone financial statements, as per 
legal provisions in this regard. 100

Of our 48.34 lac Sq. Ft. of realty creation 
across 14 projects over the last 5 years…

…delivered on time.



CHd developers is 
not a real estate 
developer…

… it is a realty 
manufaCturer.
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at CHd, we operate 
an asset-ligHt model.

at CHd, land 
development rigHt is 
just a neCessary input.

Our investments in land are low

  Because we operate primarily through 

joint development model

  Because our land/land development 

right value assessment is derived through a 

revenue-minus cost approach

Our inventories are low

  Because of less time lag in 

commencement of project post entering 

into joint venture

  Because we deliver on time

Land development right is a raw material, which is 
generally put to use within 6-8 months of entering 
into agreement. As a result, the funds invested in 
acquisition of land development rights start flowing 
in within a year of investment. And we experience 
hardly any stress of debt repayment. 

during fy 2014-15, our debt-equity ratio had come 
down to 1.36x compared to 2.01x in fy 2013-14.

Our debt is primarily deployed in ongoing projects.

CHD is one of the few developers who delivered on time, which, of course, 

is a market concern. The booking process was smooth, and everyone was 

friendly and helpful. The biggest reason for my choosing this flat was the 

excellent spaciousness, which I did not find anywhere else in the area. I am 

really happy I chose CHD.

- Parveen Agarwal
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at CHd, we Have 
striCt timelines.

at CHd, our 
quality resides in 
our governanCe.

As in an assembly operation, the project cycle at 
CHD is largely fixed – at about four years. As a result, 
we are better aligned to market volatility. And we 
are able to increase business volumes with limited 
capital.

The Company has been following the policy of maintaining the ‘Blue Book’ – a 
project Bible – with all relevant project information (title deeds, clearances, 
project layout, flat layout, sale area calculation, super built up area calculation, 
and much more) in one place.

The Blue Book is an efficient tool in maintaining transparency with customers 
and is available at all our customer interaction centres. This endeavour has 
already been recognised in the real estate space - we were ranked as the 
Number 1 Transparent Real Estate Company in India by the Property For Sale 
magazine.

I am a resident of the CHD prime property, Avenue 71. The main reason 

for my opting for this property was the timely delivery of the project. 

Also, CHD is one of the friendliest companies I have come across in terms 

of customer service. They are always ready to help you out!

- Saugata Ghosh

I’ve been a very happy customer. While other customers in Gurgaon were 

concerned about timely delivery of their projects, CHD has been one of the 

few builders here that has delivered the project on time. My other reasons for 

choosing CHD has been their well laid out apartments, great customer service 

and transparency in the information they provide us. I wish CHD good luck!

- Anand Agarwal
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living upto promises is 
a rewarding business 

strategy. Here is tHe proof.

Real estate development 

already delivered as on March 

31, 2015 in the last 5 years 

48.34 
lac Sq. Ft.

Debt-equity ratio as 

on March 31, 2015

1.36x
Real estate development 

in progress as on March 

31, 2015

32.72 
lac Sq. ft.

Happy families 

at Avenue 71

364
Happy families 

at CHD City, Karnal

274

Occupancy of Lifestyle 

Floors (CHD City, Karnal)

58.64%
Occupancy of Lifestyle Grand 

Floors (CHD City, Karnal)

51.12%
Occupancy of Lifestyle Prime 

Floors (CHD City, Karnal)

65.35%

Up to 2009-2010 the Company did 1 

project at a time 

From 2010-2011 the Company went 

up to 2 projects simultaneously

In 2012-13 there were 3 projects 

simultaneously

Post 2014-15, the Company has been 

doing 4 projects, simultaneously

(area in Sq. Ft.)

Collections at % of installments called in

  2012-13

  2013-14

  2014-15

98%

98%

99%

at CHd, we striCtly 
adHere to CyCle-times.

We select dependable contractors. We pay them on time.

We pre-plan everything to the last detail. We order our 
requirements in bulk and in advance.  

We deploy people and technology for monitoring daily 
progress. Our projects move with speed. And we earn the 
confidence of our customers.

It has been 4 years since I bought a flat from CHD. My experience till date 

has been phenomenal. I can confidently say that no other builder gives 

the kind of community living and a wide range of facilities like CHD. I’ll 

happily live here for a lifetime!

- Sunil Beriwal
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our journey
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19
90

Ventured into the real estate sector 
dominated by unorganised entities; 

a DDA auction kick-started plot 
purchases which were thereafter 
developed by the Company and 

marketed as commercial properties.

Listed on the Bombay Stock Exchange.

Extended into the residential segment 
via the launch of Gayatrilok (Haridwar) 

comprising 412 apartments (178,000 
square feet area), a novel concept in 

this location. 

Launched a residential group housing 
project Sri Krishnalok at Vrindavan, 

Mathura.

Extended from standalone projects 
to a 250-acre integrated township 

(Karnal), the one-of-its-kind in Haryana.

Launched Avenue 71, a multi-storied 
residential offering, in Gurgaon; 

the project redefined the norms of 
residential group housing projects in 

the National Capital Region.

20
11

-1
2

Handed over Silver County villas at 
CHD City, Karnal ahead of schedule.

20
12

-1
3 Launched 106 Golf Avenue, Residential 

Group Housing Project at Gurgaon.

Handed over possession of Lifestyle, 
Lifestyle Prime, Lifestyle Grand and 
Lifestyle Floors in Karnal; set-up 
lifestyle support services like milk 
booth, grocery store(s), fruits & 
vegetable shops and other daily 
convenience store(s) at CHD City.

20
13

-1
4 Started offering possession of Avenue 

71 in December, 2013

Started operations at Daana Paani in 
February, 2014

Gave possession of Lifestyle Premiere

Acquired development rights over 10 
acres of land in Sector 71, Gurgaon

Launched four new projects in CHD 
city, Karnal

20
14

-1
5

Launched CHD Vann, residential group 
housing at Gurgaon

Launched first Affordable group 
housing in Karnal (Karnal Homes)

Possession of Lifestyle Floors at CHD 
City, Karnal

CHd developers: tHe 
etHiCal real estate 

manufaCturer.

Incorporated in 1990,
the Company is engaged 

in creating landmark 

properties that add value 

to North India’s skyline. 

The Company’s portfolio 

comprises residential, 

commercial, recreational, 

educational and retail 

properties.

Headquartered in New Delhi, 

India, the Company has 5 

site offices, with its shares 

listed on the Bombay Stock 

Exchange.

Mission
To become the fastest 

growing profitable real estate 

company while maintaining 

the highest standards of 

ethics.

Core Purpose
Creating Happy & Healthy Communities across the world by 

delivering beyond the customers’ expectation

Core values 
  Customer Centricity 
  Innovation at Work 
  Transparency 
  Social Responsibility 
  Team Work

A snApshOt
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our 
on-going 
projeCts

our 
delivered 
projeCts

Possession in progress
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on a solid foundation
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“tHe poliCies and 
initiatives of tHe 
Company, Coupled 
witH tHat of tHe 

government and tHe 
rapidly esCalating 

Housing demand are 
expeCted to Catalyse 

our growtH in a 
profitable way over 

tHe foreseeable 
future.”

C H A I R M A N ’ S  M E S S A G E

Dear shareholders,
In this year, sectoral sluggishness 

persisted while the residential market in 

NCR was less than flattering.

In the midst of such a challenging 

environment, CHD has managed to 

perform considerably well.

At CHD, we are driven by the optimism 

in looking ahead, instead of lamenting 

for what has been. Being in a capital 

intensive market has taught us to 

efficiently manage our growth by 

maintaining asset-lightness, focusing 

on delivering projects with speed and 

investing in the technology and people 

that will duly accelerate the project 

growth and thereby our presence; which 

in turn will ensure us enhanced returns.

Testing times
The most significant issue at present 

in the real estate market has been 

delayed delivery of residential projects. 

According to PropEquity, the average 

delay in possession is 29 to 30 months in 

Ghaziabad and Noida, respectively, with 

Gurgaon at 34 months and Faridabad 

way behind at 44 months. The result: 

Scores of middle class families are 

struggling to pay both the rent of their 

rented homes and EMIs for the ones 

they bought, for a longer time, which is 

proving to be a bigger trial owing to the 

present expensive times.

Hence, in the real estate market timely 

delivery of project is the cornerstone of 

excellence. This is why, CHD has been 

consistently particular about meeting 

the delivery deadlines.

Better tomorrows
With a progressive government kick-

starting economic resurgence, CHD is 

looking forward to an era of interesting 

policies that will transform the real 

estate sector.

Besides, the economic resurgence is 

urbanising India faster than before 

with an improving lifestyle. Each year, 

about 10 million people are moving to 

Indian cities. The per capita income in 

urban India is expected to treble from 

US$2,800 in 2012 to US$8,300 in 2028. 

This translates into increased demand for 

quality housing.

Another factor that is bound to change 

the scenario of the housing sector 

is the spurt of younger and smaller 

families across the country. The average 

household size is expected to decline 

from 4.8 to about 4.4. With the fall in 

household size, there is an expected 

increase in demand for 10 million new 

housing units. About 35% of India’s 

population is between the 15-35 year 

age bracket; this demographic dividend 

is expected to drive housing demand 

across 15 years.

Standing out
The prime standout factor for CHD is 

our committed delivery. Our asset-light 

business model, timely collection in 

customer dealing and focus on turning 

around projects in time has helped us 

deliver our projects on time. Hence, at a 

time when the markets are challenging 

for most of our contemporaries, we have 

secured sustained growth.

As we march ahead, we are optimistic 

that policies and initiatives of the 

dynamic central government should 

herald brighter days for the real estate 

sector over the medium-term.

During 2014-15, we launched a 10 Acre 

Group Housing Project in Gurgaon 

and another 10 Acre Affordable Group 

Housing Project in Karnal (Under 

Affordable Housing Scheme, 2013 

of Haryana Government). Both the 

projects have received heartening 

customer response. In May, we had 

already launched one of its kind service 

apartment project in Sohna. We feel 

that all these launches will catalyse our 

growth in a profitable way over the 

foreseeable future.
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